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Abstract:

In road traffic, speed-flow curves describe the relationship between vehicle
flow rates and average vehicle speeds. These functions are one of the basic
elements of transport modelling and they are widely used in project
appraisal. Review and re-validation of speed-flow relationship has become
timely in recent years as vehicle fleet changed, average traffic volumes
increased and more comprehensive, automatic data collection became
available. This study used the database of the road operator in Budapest to
simultaneously analyse travel times and traffic volumes. The paper aims to
examine the validity of the well-known fundamental diagram for urban
roads, to provide an estimation for the speed-flow curve based on the
Budapest case and to assess the on-set process of congestion.
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1. Introduction
As the strategic planning and management of urban transport systems is a very
complex issue, decision-makers should apply a comprehensive approach supported by
different policy assessment tools. These instruments strive to take into consideration all
the relevant aspects in order to assist “well-informed” decisions. A quite universal and
widely accepted method in transport appraisal is cost-benefit analysis (CBA) which is
assessing projects from an economic point of view. In order to carry out such analyses
transport modelling methods are used to forecast travel behaviour and to estimate
transport-related input values for the CBA (such as travel times, distances covered). [1]
In case of road traffic, speed-flow curves describe traffic states through the
relationship between vehicle flow rates and average vehicle speeds for homogeneous –
mostly non-urban – road sections. In a converted form of this function, the so-called
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volume-delay function (VDF) describes the relationship of transport demand and
average travel times on the road. VDF is the basis of traffic assignment models and
underlying calculations, so it essentially influences the results of transport modelling
and appraisal [2], [3].
In recent years the review of speed-flow relationship has become timely as vehicle
fleet changed, average traffic volumes increased and more comprehensive, automatic
data collection became possible [4]. The motivation for the review or update is to
improve transport modelling methods and create more robust models. However, reviews
are basically focused and constrained to non-congested states of road traffic, while the
modelling of congestion would be the most interesting issue. It is another aspect that
speed-flow curves are generally derived and validated on the road network used for
long-distance, interurban travel, but urban transport and its strategic planning is
becoming more and more important as the ratio of urban population is increasing. [5]
This study focuses exclusively on urban road transport. An initial research idea of the
authors of this paper was to develop a forecast model for travel time reliability. That ongoing research uses the database of the road operator in Budapest to measure reliability.
As an extensive dataset of travel times and traffic volumes is available, in this paper it
was intended to carry out an in-depth analysis of urban speed-flow curves, with a
special focus on congestion states. Therefore, the aim of this study is to:
•

examine the validity of the well-known fundamental diagram (a standard form
of the speed-flow relationship) for urban roads;

•

provide an estimation for the speed-flow curve based on the data from
Budapest;

•

analyse the on-set process of congestion based on the speed-flow relationship.

2. Methodology and data
Expected values of travel times (or mean delays) can be described on a macro
modelling level by VDFs. These long-standing functions are widely-used in transport
modelling and are able to provide quite adequate estimations. However, some criticism
exists surrounding the method and its application for urban areas. In spite of these
shortcomings of VDF, a better way of estimation is still to be discovered. [6], [7], [8]
In an aforementioned research the authors of this paper studied the issue of
forecasting travel time reliability for urban roads, and in the course of the analysis an
essential question has arisen on whether the fundamental speed-flow diagram is valid
for urban road traffic. During the research, some peculiar things have been noticed and
that provided the motivation for this study which assesses the relationship between the
saturation level (referred as F/C, the ratio of traffic volume and the capacity of the road,
which is a universal parameter of traffic state) and the average travel times (or in a
derived way: average speeds). To this end it was needed to simultaneously measure trip
times and saturation level for given (preferably longer) urban routes. For the latter it is
sufficient to measure the traffic volume as road capacity can be determined based on
traffic engineering standards and planning guidelines. Due to the limitations of travel
time measurements (travel time values were automatically rounded to minutes, which is
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not characterising shorter sections adequately), a whole route was analysed. Therefore,
it was also needed to calculate an F/C value for the route based on sectional values.
Data – the case of Budapest
In the case of the city of Budapest an opportunity presented itself to carry out the
aforementioned experiment due to the implementation of the ‘Easyway’ project [9].
Within this ITS (Intelligent Transport System) development, automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) cameras and variable message signs were installed on the inner
section of M1-M7 motorway and main road No. 6 in 2012, with the purpose of
informing car drivers on the actual average access time of Danube bridges. Moreover,
the affected area is fully covered with strategic traffic-counting detectors due to the
long-lasting development of the traffic control system of Budapest. The measurement
area is illustrated by Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Map of the measurement area
To carry out the research the data of April 2014 was selected. For that month the total
number of measurements is 525,000 (i.e. the number of trips for which both the travel
time and the traffic volumes were registered). The measuring of travel times is
automatic and classified to time intervals of 6 and 15 minutes for peak (4 a.m. – 5 p.m.)
and off-peak periods respectively. Traffic counting detectors use 4, 8 and 10-minutelong time intervals for peak (4 a.m. – 10 a.m., 12 a.m. – 6 p.m.), intermediate (10 a.m. –
12 a.m.) and off-peak (6 p.m. – 4 a.m.) periods respectively.
Methodology
Transport modelling is always about to describe an average situation and therefore
only general conclusions can be drawn from these models. It would be interesting to
analyse the differences between various time periods (seasons, days), but as strategic
macro modelling of transport mostly describes an average daily traffic, this research
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also intended to do so. To that end days from Friday to Monday have been filtered out
from the sample.
First of all, the statistical solidity of each measurement was checked for both travel
times and traffic volumes. It is important to note that the Easyway system automatically
checks the measured data and filters wrong measuring from a statistical aspect. Some
traffic counting locations needed to be excluded from the analysis due to failures or the
detection of obviously wrong measurement. However, an abundantly sufficient amount
of data remained for the analysis: both time segments of the daily traffic flow and the
volume-capacity scale has been covered.
The most perceivable results were derived from route No. 4 (from the end of M1-M7
motorway to Erzsébet Bridge) in which all traffic counting detectors were in operation
during the analysis period and road capacity values were also unambiguous to
determine. Therefore, results of this study are presented based on this route. However,
other routes were also studied in details and similar results were found, but different
deficiencies and data errors cause some distortion and for most of the other cases results
are not so clear than for the chosen one. For route 4 the travel time of around 80,000 car
trips were available for the analysed 14 working days. Both to each 5% group of the
volume-capacity scale and to each ‘hour of the day’ group at least 100 trips have been
allocated.
Route 4 is about 6.1 km long, it is also adequate for analysis as this is a route which
starts at the end of a motorway and ends in the city centre. It contains almost every type
of road except minor roads and residential streets, but as congestion is basically relevant
on major urban roads, speed-flow curves should be also estimated based on these road
types. The speed limit is 70-100 km/h for nearly the first half of the route and 50 km/h
for the inner sections. Along the way, there are six signalised intersections (with traffic
lights working in a 24h normal mode) and four locations with a non-signalised
pedestrian crossing. As the inbound direction was scrutinized in this research, it is
evident that congestion is more severe in the morning peak and slighter in the afternoon.
Presumably those drivers use this route in the morning peak period who live in the
southern-western suburban area of Budapest and whose destinations are in the city
centre or in the eastern part of the city.
The first problem is that there is an essential difference between observed and
modelled traffic volumes. The former represents the actual traffic which can be counted
on the road, while the latter is a derived value expressing the demand, the number of
those who intend to use the road. The issue can be well described with the fundamental
diagram (originally based on [10] and [11]) and the standard VDF which is applied in
transport modelling [2]. The task was to distinguish normal (not congested) state from
congested state on the speed-flow curve. For instance, F/C value of 0.7 can mean 0.7 in
modelling if it is in the normal state and a value above 1 if that is in a congested state.
Then the problem is to find the proper F/C value in a modelling sense which can
adequately represent the given state.
Automatic and manual analysis of the dataset in a time sequence (going through each
time step of the measurement) made it possible to distinguish normal and congested
traffic states. The authors defined a classification according to Table 1. Any state was
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considered normal if the F/C ratio and the mean travel time have changed in the same
direction compared to the previous time step. In the fundamental diagram there are
values for speed, but as the length of the route is given, journey times can be derived.
Manual checks were only necessary in cases where the classifying algorithm was
uncertain.
Table 1. Definition of normal and congested traffic states in the fundamental diagram
Change of the characteristics of a time step
compared to the previous one
F/C (traffic flow /
v (mean speed)
t (mean travel time)
capacity) ratio
Normal (not congested) state
↑
↓
↑
↓
↑
↓
Congested state
↓
↓
↑
↑
↑
↓

The definition of congestion or congested states are often based on absolute or
relative increase in travel times (e.g. in [12]). The problem is that congested speeds
which are derived from congested travel times should not be analysed in a framework in
which the state of congestion is defined on the value of the dependent variable (travel
time). The definition applied in this research define normal and congestion states based
only on the sign of the change of the analysed variables (speed and travel time), which
ensures that the classifying model is not overdetermined in the previously mentioned
way.
Another difficult step of the research was to calculate the F/C ratio for the entire route
in a given time interval. The reason for this is that traffic counting stations can only
characterise a shorter route section. And if a congestion state starts to evolve in a
section, it needs time to be able to detect it on other sections. This is a similar
phenomenon to wave propagation which is well-known in traffic flow theory [13].
Along this route three different sections can be distinguished, which is characterised by
traffic counting detector(s): one in the outer (upstream), one in the middle and one in the
inner (downstream) section. Eventually, the maximum of sectional F/C ratios were used
to indicate the saturation level of a route as it was observed that differences between
sections are limited to 15-20% and results seemed to be more reasonable in this way
than taking the minimum or the average of F/C ratios. The reason behind this is that
there is a strong interdependence between these sections as if the outer section is heavily
congested it can have more effect on the travel time then those sections where there are
slight or no congestion. However, the location of the maximum sectional F/C value
could change over time and it is also worth to be analysed.
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3. Results
On-set of congestion
It was observed that congestion evolves quite rapidly but this can be fairly described
with the standard speed-flow diagram. The typical situation is presented by the dataset
of a typical working day (Thursday). The morning period (6 a.m. – 12 a.m.) is showed
in time steps of 6 minutes (with altogether 60 time steps). In Fig. 2 the changes of F/C
values are illustrated. Fig. 3 shows the changes in average speed values. Congestion
states have been highlighted with red colour between 7:15 and 9:30. Time represents the
start of the travel time measurement for each trip, which is the time when the vehicle
entered the studied route. Apart from that typical case, there may be some unexpected
phenomena in which during the onset of the morning peak congestion can evolve from a
moderately saturated state (e.g. a normal state characterised by an F/C value of 0.7 turns
into a congested state with a similar F/C value).

Figure 2. Changes of the saturation level in 6-min time steps on route 4
(6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)
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Figure 3. Changes of the average speed in 6-min time steps on route 4
(6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)
Based on these analyses quick transition states and a quite stable, homogeneous
congestion state can be noticed. Both the on-set process and the recovery phase last 1520 minutes.
Fig. 4 presents the observed points of the speed-flow curve. The fundamental curve is
not totally valid to describe the transition states or at least there are some odd features
for F/C values above 0.75.

Figure 4. The relationship between average speed and the saturation level on route 4
(6 a.m. – 12 a.m.)
Two possible explanations could be assumed:
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•

The analysis was carried out on a longer route and not on a homogeneous road
unit, which could affect the results beside our conviction that urban transport
systems should be analysed in their complexity;

•

Urban road transport is a more complex phenomenon then non-urban and not
only the speed limit is the difference but more comprehensive interactions
between road users (e.g. intersections, traffic signals, pedestrian crossings,
cyclists, etc.).

From the results it is clear that the previously introduced definition of congestion
states is in line with the measured speed values which are under 35-38 km/h in the
course of congestion. Having analysed the location of the maximum F/C value from the
sectional data it was found that it is mostly coming from the midway section. However,
during the on-set stage the maximum value is on the inner (downstream) section and
congestion spreads outwards, while during the recovery the outer (upstream) section is
the most congested [14], [15]. These data show that the congestion on-set starts
downstream and it travels backwards, while the recovery starts upstream and it moves
forward.
It should be also noted that there are a number of entering and diverging roads along
the analysed route which may influence the results. Anyway, valuable results highlight
the quality of the applied methodology.

Speed-flow relationship for urban roads
Normally, the preliminary expectation would be that a 0.7 F/C ratio represents a more
severe congestion state than a ratio with a value of 0.8, but due to the on-set and the
recovery of congestion states it is not necessary true. Fig. 5 shows that there are two
distinct on-set processes of congestion: the standard and the previously presented way in
which the there is a quicker transition to congestion (red and yellow respectively on the
left side of the figure). Both the former and the latter can be observed in morning and
afternoon peak hours on route 4, but the former was much more frequent. Similarly,
there are two ways of congestion recovery (green and yellow on the right side of the
figure).
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Figure 5. Ways of congestion on-set and recovery illustrated on the fundamental
diagram
Then the question is how can the speed-flow curve for urban road traffic be described
and how can the difference between observed and artificially modelled F/C be handled.
Observed F/C values cannot be higher than 1, but in a modelling sense congested states
are measured with values above 1 as traffic volume is measured by the demand in a
transport model.
First of all, there was no evidence on congestion states characterised by a saturation
ratio under 0.5 (see Fig. 6), so this part of the speed-flow curve is not relevant for
estimation. Secondly, in on-set transition periods it was really difficult to distinguish
normal and congestion states of traffic, so transition data points (with F/C values
between 0.7 and 0.85) may somewhat distort the speed-flow curve estimation. The data
was grouped based on the F/C ratio by 5%. Then mean travel time and average speed
values were calculated for each F/C group with the separation of normal and congested
states (based on the rules of Table 1). As a result, the relationship between the saturation
level and the mean average speed can be presented (Fig. 7).
Fig. 6 shows the long-drawn on-set of the morning congestion between 7 a.m. and
10 a.m. The morning peak hour is generally starts around 7 a.m. with a typical travel
time of 13-15 minutes. After the morning peak travel times remain at a consolidated
level of 7-8 minutes with F/C fluctuating between 0.5 and 0.85. The afternoon peak (4
p.m.) is quite speedy and firm. Then for the evening the mid-day state is restored.

Figure 6. The average travel time according to the time of the day and the saturation
level for route 4 (14 working days in April 2014)
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Figure 7. The relationship between the saturation level and average speed for route 4
(14 working days in April 2014)
For normal and congested traffic states different curves can be fitted based on
equation (1) in which F/C is the saturation ratio between 0 and 100%. The estimated
parameters can be found in Table 2.
a∗

b∗

.

(1)

Table 2. Estimated parameters of fitted speed-flow curves
Normal (not congested) state
Congested state

a
-35.3
50.1

b
13.1
-57.5

vmax
56.94
36.54

R2
0.97
0.86

This equation is valid for the whole route and not necessarily valid for its shorter
sections with different technical parameters. Appropriate equations for shorter
homogenous sections can be found in different studies (e.g. in [6]). The vmax values is
different for each route and for the normal state it can be approximated by 0.85 times
the weighted average speed limit (for this route the weighted average was 67 km/h). For
the congested vmax a good approximation could be to use the multiplier of 0.55.
Regarding the representation of congested F/C values in a modelling sense a “mirror”
function can be defined. Based on the analysed cases and VDF estimation experiments
it was found that equation (2) can well describe the modelling F/C value. Within the
equation F/Cmod and F/Cobs are the modelling and observed F/C values respectively only
for congested states, while ‘c’ is a correction parameter with an estimated value of 1.2.
/

1

/

(2)

In the course of this whole research (including the one on travel time reliability) in
which a VDF was also calibrated, the maximum modelling F/C value (demand-capacity
ratio) was 1.4 which represented the F/C point of around 0.5 on the observed speed-flow
curve (see Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. The relationship between the observed and transport modelling F/C value
based on the VDF calibration of route 4

4. Conclusions
The analysis of the relationship between traffic flows and speeds is essentially
important since it is the basis of several methods in transport modelling (e.g. calculation
of route impedances in assignment models). This study pointed out that the fundamental
diagram can be valid for urban roads as well, but it might be used with some restraints
for transition states between normal traffic and congestion. The main findings are the
following:
•

Different states on the fundamental diagram can be identified based on
indicator (speed or travel time and F/C) changes in order to distinguish normal
and congested states. In other words, the fundamental diagram can be valid in
urban conditions as well, although some deviation is possible.

•

Congestion can evolve in a rapid way with moderate F/C value; therefore two
types of congestion onset mechanism can be differentiated.

•

In case of congested urban conditions, the speed is practically independent of
the saturation level, travel times are nearly homogeneous and only minor
differences can be identified.

However, an estimation has been provided for the speed-flow states based on the
Budapest case. As the onset and release of congestion can happen in a relatively short
time, a specific modelling method can be proposed, where a day is segmented to 5
different time periods where different volume-delay functions apply. Analyses like this
one are badly needed to check the extensibility of this research (e.g. other locations,
time periods).
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